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We persuade them that, no, they need a full seminary course to be able to interpret

the Word of God u carefully and avoid Satan's pitfalls and carry the truth to

those who need it. 1R1iey get the seminary course and instead of going out to

use the training God has tiven they decide the question when they finish is not

as it was when they started, How can I go out and serve God effectively, it was

how can I get more study and more training? Some spend their lives studying and

accomplishing little for God. Satan puts all kinds of inducements in front of them.

I have known fine Christian fellows who have graduated from tku the seminary,

knowing the truth, but felt wished insted to gain more knowledge, and so have

I have known several who have gotten a Ph.D., put in years of atudyj and hard

work supporting themselves while working for a Ph.D. at some institution, and then

having gotten it, are no more use to the kaxts Lord's work then thaw they were

before, perhaps less.

For every student who will go to Westminster to study for a RhxR Ph.D.

the i*stitution receives very considerable sums of money as tuition, and the man

puts in a great deal of time, often studying matters that will never do

anything to advance Christ's cause, yet are kept on, working, working (nc?)

with this thing held in front of them, a Ph.D., and eventually they get it and are

after that spend their lives looking for a chance an opportunity to exploit the

degree they have secured obtained, and acclmpishing no more, or less, for the

Lord's work then they could have before getting (?) acquiring it

work starting -working in that direction




a lifeGod wants a few to devote themselves to aiite of study. For most a Ph.D. is a

will-of-the-wisp and an illusion, something that Satan puts there to lead them

astray from doing what the Lord wants, reach the multtudes that who are starving
but do not have acces to the Word of God.

Of course it is very nice if one can have a little group of earnest

Christians to whom one can expound God's Word, and help them to grow in the

knowledge of it and let the ku rest of the world go by, rapidly heading on its

descent to hell. This is the pleasant easy course that many a Christian takes

but those who step out to accomplish for the Lord and do not let any obstale

keep them from really doing His work, are few indeed. God desires a few men to

be teachers and researchers. fields He desires a great many to go out to

the fields that are white unto harvest and reach the souls and reach the souls

that need OsHOsso !er' t the real

Gospel that their minds are dulled and their desire to hear the truth is

destroyed. When Satan has seic seized an organization it is good to hit

the organization dird directly and destroy haz it and release people

from it if that can be done. If one does is not in a position to make real

effectiveness that wey, then to allow to simply forget them and let Satan take
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